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Focusing on NER from clinical text, this paper proposes a new type of CRF model called pi-CRF to improve its capability. The major methodology innovation lies on the additional labels of non-entities so as to build the sequence for entities and non-entities to express sentences. The non-entity labels are treated as an information transmission medium to deliver preceding entity information. The evaluation was based on three datasets, two in clinical and one in open domain. The results showed that the pi-CRF model improves conventional CRF model on clinical NER. The author also tried to reduce the computational complexity of pi-CRF in relation to the second-order CRF.

Overall, the paper is well written and organized. It has clear research meaning. However, there are some issues that should be addressed.

1) pi-CRF focuses on label sequences with the [entity, outside+, entity] pattern. The pattern is easily obtained based on labelling results using conventional CRF. The differences of utilizing the label sequences with pattern learning are not being clearly described.

2) In different types of clinical text, the expression styles are quite different. As a result, the "outside+" can be a punctuation or even a symbols. However, they should not affect the pattern or sequences. How this problem can be avoided or solved in pi-CRF?

3) In recent years, more and more deep learning models have been applied to clinical NER tasks and already achieved promising performance. I wonder that why the authors did not compare the pi-CRF with some existing NER methods, e.g., bi-LSTM-CRF.

4) The performance improvement compared with conventional one is limited. There are other variants of CRF models but lack of comparison.

5) Some important recent related work on medical NER is missing in references.
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